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Abstract: The development of a belt transport framework 

requires high capital base. This is a noteworthy 

requirement that confines this work to outline just and all 

things considered execution assessment can't be completed 

on the belt transport framework. Be that as it may, the 

exploration work gives outline information to advancement 

of belt transport framework for mechanical employments. 

The segments like diverse sorts of pulleys to be specific 

drive pulley, tail pulley, weight pulley, scorn pulley and 

hold down pulley and so forth., conveying and return 

idlers, outline structures, and segments were made 

effectively with the required measurements furthermore 

from engine speed, power required, width of pulley, 

distance across of shaft the even foot mounted PBL sort 

equipped engine and foot mounted Elecon sort gear box 

was obtained from maker's association. The above given 

procedure can be utilized for examination of belt strains at 

different focuses along transport way. What's more, to 

discover the force prerequisite for transport framework 

having specific material taking care of limit. 

 
Index Terms—Belt conveyor, Belt tension Analysis, 

Elecon sort gear box 

 
I.INTRODUCTION  

Material taking care of types of gear are utilized to move loads 

in ventures or plants, ports, development destinations, mines, 

stones and so on. It is vital to comprehend that, exchanging of 

burden is not just to move the heap starting with one place then 

onto the next additionally incorporates stacking and emptying. 

Transport framework is a mechanical framework utilized as a 

part of moving materials starting with one place then onto the 

next and discovers application in most handling and 

assembling businesses, for example, concoction, mechanical, 

car, mineral, pharmaceutical, gadgets and so on.  All lifting and 

passing on machines can be isolated by their working standards 

into two huge gatherings: (i) Discontinuous movement, (ii) 

Consistent movement Irregular movement incorporates a wide 

range of cranes, lifts; surface transport implies (trucks, loaders, 

prime movers), flying tramways and link ways, scrappers and 

so forth. Ceaseless movement incorporates transports, 

pneumatic and water driven transport implies and so forth 

which may for the most part called nonstop transport machines 

or passing on machines. It is less demanding, more secure, 

speedier, more proficient and less expensive to transport 

materials starting with one preparing stage then onto the next 

with the guide of material taking care of hardware without 

manual taking care of. Treatment of materials which is a vital 

component in assembling is an indispensable piece of offices 

configuration and the productivity of material taking care of 

gear add to the execution level of a firm. Transport frameworks 

are sturdy and solid in materials transportation and 

warehousing. In view of various standards of operation, there 

are diverse transport frameworks in particular: gravity, belt, 

screw, can, vibrating, pneumatic/pressure driven, chain, 

winding, grain transport frameworks and so forth. The decision 

however relies on upon the volume to be transported, velocity 

of transportation, size and weight of materials to be 

transported, stature or separation of transportation, nature of 

material, strategy for generation utilized. Material taking care 

of hardware reaches from those that are worked physically to 

self-loader frameworks and to the ones with high level of 

robotization. The level of robotization however relies on upon 

taking care of necessities. Material taking care of includes 

development of material in an assembling area. It incorporates 

stacking, moving and emptying of materials starting with one 

phase of assembling procedure then onto the next. A belt 

transport comprises of a perpetual and adaptable belt of high 

quality with two end pulleys (driver and driven) at settled 

positions upheld by rollers. The quirks of a belt transport is that 

it is simple and shoddy to keep up, it has high stacking and 

emptying limit and can transport thick materials monetarily 

and at high effectiveness over long separation permitting 

relative development of material. Belt transport can likewise 

be utilized for various materials: grating, wet, dry, sticky or 

grimy material. Just a solitary roller should be fueled by driver 

pulley and the roller will continually turn creating the materials 

to be moved by the driving roller. Material taking care of 

hardware, for example, belt transports are intended to stack and 

empty materials starting with one phase of handling then onto 

the next in the quickest, smoothest, most prudent, most secure, 

and most practical route with least spillage. Belt transports are 

utilized for passing on different mass and unit loads along even 

or marginally slanted ways and for transporting articles 

between different operations underway stream lines. Christo 

Ananth et al. [2] proposed a system, this fully automatic 

vehicle is equipped by micro controller, motor driving 

mechanism and battery. The power stored in the battery is used 

to drive the DC motor that causes the movement to AGV. The 

speed of rotation of DC motor i.e., velocity of AGV is 

controlled by the microprocessor controller.This is an era of 

automation where it is broadly defined as replacement of 

manual effort by mechanical power in all degrees of 

automation. The operation remains an essential part of the 

system although with changing demands on physical input as 

the degree of mechanization is increased.  

 

 

Wording Of Belt Transport Framework  

 

Belt: it is an adaptable band put around two or more pulleys 

with the end goal of transmitting movement, force or 

materials starting with one point then onto the next.  

 

Belt scrubber: it is sharp edge or brush brought on to endure 

against the moving transport line with the end goal of 

evacuating material adhering to the transport line.  

 

Delegated pulley: it is a pulley which decreases similarly 

from both closures towards the middle, the distance across 

being most noteworthy at focus.  
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Feeder: It is a transport adjusted to control the rate of 

conveyance of bundles or questions.  

 

Stream: It is a gadget situated over the way of a transport at 

the right point to release or avoid objects.  

 

Return idler: it is roller which bolsters return keep running 

of belt. Roller: It is round part allowed to revolute about its 

external surface.  

 

Reprimand pulley: It is a roller or pulley used to expand the 

bend of contact between a belt and drive pulley.  

 

Point of extra charge: It is the edge measured regarding the 

level plane of the surface of material being passed on by 

moving a belt. It is typically between 50 to 200.  

 

Point of rest: It is the edge which the surface of an ordinary 

uninhibitedly framed heap of the material makes with the 

level.  

 

Take-up or strain gadget: It is the gathering of the important 

basic and mechanical parts which give the way to change the 

length of belt and tie to adjust for stretch, shrinkage or wear 

and to keep up appropriate pressure. Christo Ananth et al.[7] 

presented a brief outline on Electronic Devices and Circuits 

which forms the basis of the project. 

 

 
Notation used  
FL= resistance at 

loading Kclean= 

cleaning factor FCL= 

frictional resistance €P= 
snub factor  
FP= frictional resistance at 
pulley M= capacity of 
conveyor  
V= Belt Speed  
Vi= component of incoming material 
velocity B= belt width  
Fm= load resistance due to lifting of materials. 

Fcr= frictional resistance due to carrying run 

idlers. Frr= frictional resistance due to return run 

idlers. fc= friction factor for idlers. 
mm= material carried by conveyor per unit belt 

length mb= mass of belt  
mci= mass of carrying run idler 

Zc= Number of carrying run 

idlers Zr= Number of return run 
idlers  
Fslack= tension in slack 

side Ftight= tension in 
tight side 

 

   II.  SNUB FACTOR 

Contact angle 
θ   Snub Factor €  

     

For θ < 90
0 

  0.02 to 0.03  

90
0
< θ<180

0 
  0.03 to 0.04  

For  180
0
 < θ   0.05 to 0.06  

Table 3: Selection Of Snub Factor 

 
Analysis of Belt Tensions At Various Points

 Along  
Conveyor Path. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2: Belt Tension Analysis  
The aggregate opposing power following up on the transport 

line and the belt pressures at different focuses along the 

transport way can be found by separating the transport line into 

number of areas. Fig demonstrates the format of the run of the 

mill belt transports. The belt strain at each succeeding point is 

equivalent to the belt pressure at the former point in addition to 

the opposing power in that segment between the two focuses. 

Christo Ananth et al.[6] discussed about principles of 

Electronic Devices which forms the basis of the project. 
 

 

The examination begins from the point where belt leaves the 
drive pulley which is called as introductory point. What's more, 

finishes at conclusive point. At initial point  
Fi=Fslack 

 
At point 1  
F1= Fslack + FCL  
F1= Fslack + Kclean *g*B 
 
At point 2 

F2= F1+FP1 

F2= F1 +€P *F1 

F2= F1*(1 +€P) 
 
At point 3 

F3= F2+Frr 

Where, 
 

Frr= fc( mb+((mb*Zr)/lr))* g*lr 

 
At point 4 

F4= F3+FP2 

F4= F3 +€P *F3 

F4= F3*(1 +€P) 
 
At point 5 

F5= F4+FP3 

F5= F4 +€P *F4 

F5= F4*(1 +€P) 
 
At point 6 

F6= F5+FL 

F6= F5+ M(V-Vi) 
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At point 7: 

F7= F6+Fcr+Fm 

 
Where, 

Fcr= fc(mm+ mb+((mci*Zc)/l))* g*l 

Fm=mm*g*h 
 
At final point:  
Ftight= F7+FP4+FU 

Ftight= F7 +€P *F7+3.5*mm*g*B 
 

 

Note: Resistance due to unloading station will exist only 

when the unloading device is placed. For natural unloading 

FU=0. Christo Ananth et al.[5] discussed about E-plane and 

H-plane patterns which forms the basis of Microwave 

Engineering principles. 
 
 

Power requirement for belt conveyor  
At final point we will get, the effective tension in tight side 
of drive pulley as, 
 
Ftight= X* Fslack+ Y 
For drive pulley, 

Ftight / Fslack= e
µθ 

Where, 
µ= coefficient of friction between belt and drive pulley  
θ= Angle of lap on drive pulley in 
radians. Power required on drive pulley 
is,  
P0= (Ftight - Fslack) * V, watts. 
Input power to the conveyor belt is,  
Pi= P0 
/ἠ 
Where,  
ἠ= Efficiency of the drive. 

 
III.CONCLUSION  

The development of a belt transport framework requires high 

capital base. This is a noteworthy requirement that confines 

this work to outline just and all things considered execution 

assessment can't be completed on the belt transport 

framework. Be that as it may, the exploration work gives 

outline information to advancement of belt transport 

framework for mechanical employments. The segments like 

diverse sorts of pulleys to be specific drive pulley, tail pulley, 

weight pulley, scorn pulley and hold down pulley and so 

forth., conveying and return idlers, outline structures, and 

segments were made effectively with the required 

measurements furthermore from engine speed, power 

required, width of pulley, distance across of shaft the even 

foot mounted PBL sort equipped engine and foot mounted 

Elecon sort gear box was obtained from maker's association. 

The above given procedure can be utilized for examination 

of belt strains at different focuses along transport way. 

What's more, to discover the force prerequisite for transport 

framework having specific material taking care of limit. 
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